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Thirteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time, Year C

Lectionary: 99
Read the Gospel: Luke 9:51-62

Gospel Summary
Jesus began his return and final journey to Jerusalem in today's Gospel. He first had to go
through Samaria where he was most unwelcome because he was traveling to Jerusalem's
temple where the Samaritans would not go. The irony of this inhospitality is that Jesus would
not be welcomed in the temple either! Referring to an earlier action by Elijah, James and John
wanted to call down fire on these unkind Samaritans. Jesus scolded them for their thinking
and they went on. As they traveled they met three would-be disciples. The first wanted to
follow Jesus wherever he went but was reminded that he would have no place to call his own.
The second one wanted to bury his father, while the third wanted to say good-bye to family
members. Jesus cautioned those who wanted to follow that anyone who intended to go
forward but looked backwards would not be able to be part of the Kingdom of God.

Reflection for Families
Discipleship is all about commitment and few people understand commitment better than
parents. We may give up on a number of things in our lives including hobbies, jobs and even
some long-standing relationships; but one thing we rarely give up on is our children. It may
very well be because of our commitment to our children that we make other changes in our
lives, so we really do know something about commitment. When we think of our commitment
to our children, we don't really think of sacrifice. We really aren't giving up something
because we have to parent them; we don't do some of the things we used to do because we
want to parent them. That is what following Jesus is like. We follow Jesus because we want to
not because we have to.

Bringing the Gospel Into Your Family
Ask each member of the family to help trace one another's footprints on construction paper
then cut them out. On their own footprint have each member either draw or write down what
they must do in order to better follow Jesus. When you are finished, put the footprints in a
prominent place to remind yourselves and each other what it means to follow Jesus. Perhaps
you can place the footprints at your prayer table and pray for each other as you strive to walk
with Jesus.

Discussion Starters
1. One thing that makes it difficult for me to follow Jesus is ...
2. The one person I most admire as a follower of Jesus is ... because ...
3. I know how James and John felt about wanting to call fire down on someone. I've felt that
way myself, but Jesus guided me from those feelings, too, by ...
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